Media Release
Adani Electricity Mumbai offers Subsidized Tariffs to Ganesh
Pandals
EDITOR’ S SYNOPSIS
•

Appeals Ganesh Pandals to take authorized Electricity connection for Ganpati Festival

•

Spreads awareness on Electricity and Safety Concerns

Mumbai, September 9, 2018: Adani Electricity Mumbai Ltd (AEML), part of Adani Group, which
recently acquired the Mumbai Suburb Power Distribution business is offering temporary
connections to Ganesh Pandals within 3 days at a subsidized Tariff rate.
AEML Spokesperson said “AEML is privileged to be part of the Ganpati festival of Mumbai. We
have made elaborate arrangements to ensure release of electricity connection to over 2,500
Ganpati Pandals within 3 days of receiving the application. The electricity to all these pandals
shall be supplied by us at a subsidsed rate. Ganpati Mandals can also apply online for
connections by visiting our website www.adanielectricity.com, as well as by visiting AEML
Divisional Customer Care Centers.”
Mumbai celebrates Ganesh Utsav like no other festival throughout the calendar. Mumbaikars
have their own way of celebrating the Ganesh Utsav with great devotion and faith. One of the
key challenges in a thickly crowded pandals is to maintain safety of devotees visiting the
pandals.
Speaking on Public Safety issues at Pandals, AEML Spokesperson said “We appeal to all the
Ganesh Mandals to undertake wiring from authorised Licensed Electrical Contractor only so as
to ensure safety of the devotees visiting the Pandals.”
As per the guidelines of Municipal Corporation, AEML also provides temporary illumination with
flood lights & Standby Diesel Generator Backup, to keep 60 idol immersion locations free from
any Power disruption.

About Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited
Adani Electricity Mumbai Ltd (AEML), part of the diversified Adani Group, is an integrated
business of power Generation, Transmission & Retail Electricity Distribution. It serves over
three million consumers spread across 400 sq kms in Mumbai and its suburbs with 99.99%
reliability, among the highest in the country. Adani Electricity meets close to 2,000 MW of
power demand in Mumbai’ s largest and the most efficient power distribution network. It
provides world-class customer care services with the help of advanced technologies. Adani
Electricity plans to expand its presence in newer geographies in pursuit of India’ s vision of
‘ Power for All’ .
For more information please visit our website www.adanielectricity.com
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